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We hope that you are all well and safe and looking forward to the Joy of Christmas.
As 2020 comes to an end, there have been some things happening in our Parish with regards to the
vehicle replacement and the solar project.
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The changeover of Parish vehicle has now been finalized.
In very late November we said goodbye to the Polo. And then in very early December we welcomed a
slightly second-hand, 2019 plated Mitsubishi Outlander.
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A very big THANK YOU to Tony Collins, who
facilitated the private sale of the Polo and
then the purchase of the Outlander.

Solar Project
The installation of a solar system on St George’s hall roof has been progressed during 2020.
We hoped to secure a Federal Government Solar Grant earlier in the year, however the grant funding
was allocated prior to the closing date and we missed out on securing grant funding. We thank Aline
and the team for their hard work in the grant application process.
As the properties are owned by the Diocese, it was necessary to gain approval for a “Faculty” under
Diocesan property guidelines. This was achieved in October.
In October, Parish Council supported a motion to fund a solar system on St George’s hall roof. A quote
evaluation process was undertaken by John Bretz (as Chair of the Property and Placement Committee)
and Ann Martin-Victor (Parish Treasurer).
Goodhew Solar have been selected to install a 6.5kw system on St George’s hall roof, and that will be
happening very early in the new year!
Thank you to all of our wonderful Parishioners for your many and varied
contributions to the life of our Parish in 2020.
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